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DETAILED ACTION

Response to Arguments

1 . Applicant's argunnents filed 30 Septenriber 2003 have been fully considered but

they are not persuasive.

The applicant argues that Bestler is not prior art in that claim 1 of the instant

application has an effective filing date of 02 December 1993. The examiner disagrees.

Claim 1 recites, "the memory storing the received authorization code until needed for

decrypting the selected program." There is no support in either U.S. Patent 5,734,853

or U.S. Patent 5,600,364 (both incorporated by reference) to support a memory storing

the received authorization code until needed for decrypting the selected program.

Whereas, it is recognizes that the set top terminal control information stream (STTCIS)

can provide program control information (PCI) and that the information can be

integrated into the memory for displaying on-screen menus. Specifically, the applicant

has failed to show support a memory for decrypting the selected program.

Further, claim 1 recites "the memory storing the received authorization code."

Whereas, it is recognizes that the set top terminal can receive an authorization code,

there is no disclosure supporting a memory receiving the authorization code.

The applicant argues that Bestler does not disclose or suggest a remote site

sending an authorization code when a program selection is received, where the

authorization code is used to decrypt the selected program. Whereas, the system uses

authorization levels, the examiner relies on "conditional access" packets (which equates
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to the authorization code) for decrypting the program, further, the examiner notes that

the claimed "remote site" reads on a location other than the home terminal.

The applicant argues that claims 67, 68, 76, 78, 90, 93, 97, 127, 128, 133, 135,

142, 143, 149, 151, 152, 153, 157, 169, 170, and 171 does not provide any specific

grounds for these rejections. The examiner disagrees; the claim limitations have been

addressed in the discussion of the commonly grouped claims. However, the examiner

notes that no specific argument has been provided by the applicant.

The applicant has provided sufficient support for claim 99 and the effective filing

date for this claim is 02 December 1 993. Further, that applicant states that claims 1 01

,

104, 105, 107, 109, 110, 111, 113-119, 121, 122, and 125 that depend from claim 99

should be given an effective filing date of 02 December 1993, but has provided no direct

evidence in the parent applications.

The applicant argues that Bestler does not disclose or suggest a remote site

sending an authorization code when a program selection is received, where the

authorization code is used to decrypt the selected program. Whereas, the system uses

authorization levels, the examiner relies on "conditional access" packets (which equates

to the authorization code) for decrypting the program, further, the examiner notes that

the claimed "remote site" reads on a location other than the home terminal.

The applicant argues that broadcasting information from a satellite system does

not read on "over-the-air." Further, the applicant argues that Over-the-air broadcasts

have traditionally been provided free to television viewers, whereas satellite reception

requires a subscription. However, the applicant contradicts the given definition in that
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the claimed system is decrypting the distributed video sent over the air. Consequently,

the conventional definition of over-the-air as provided by the applicant contradicts that of

the invention in that the television programs require a code to decrypt the programs.

Therefore, over-the-air is given the broadest reasonable interpretation of the art, which

reads on the satellite transmissions.

Regarding claim 5, the applicant argues that Nemirofsky fails to teach "a smart

card into a digital television." The examiner recognizes this deficiency but notes that

Official Notice was taken that digital televisions are well known in the art. Accordingly,

the limitations of the claim have been met.

The applicant requests documentary proof for the following Official Notices,

national broadcasters and digital satellites, multiple displays, hard copy event codes

and program identifiers, various input means such as remote control, soft keyboard, or

keyboard, subscriptions for a time period, event identifiers, and high definition and

standard definition television programs.

The examiner notes that the traversal of "hard copy event codes" is moot in that

the applicant has amended the claim to remove these limitations, see claims 62 and 63.

The examiner notes that the traversal of "high definition and standard definition

television programs" is moot in that claim 140 has been cancelled.

U.S. Patent 5,091 ,782 to Krause et al. cited by the applicant in Information

Disclosure Statement (paper 5), filed 18 February 1999, teaches a HDTV signals

transmitted over a satellite, which equates to a digital satellites and high definition

television programs (col. 1, II. 28-40).
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U.S. Patent 4,706,121 to Young cited by the applicant in Information Disclosure

Statement (paper 5), filed 18 February 1999, teaches programming for cable channels

distributed on a national basis by the name of the channel (col. 2, II. 36-55), which

equates to a national broadcaster.

U.S. Patent 6,016,141 to Knudson et al. teaches a "special event" package and

multiple airings of a single program (col. 6, II. 21-24) and consequently subscriptions for

a time period.

U.S. Patent 5,307,173 to Yuen et al. teaches hard copy event codes printed in

advance and provided to the user (Abstract).

U.S. Patent 5,319,707 to Wasilewski et al. cited by the applicant in Information

Disclosure Statement (paper 5), filed 18 February 1999, teaches a program ID (col. 28-

29, II. 54-10), which reads on program identifiers and event identifiers.

U.S. Patent 5,319,455 to Hoarty et al. cited by the applicant in Information

Disclosure Statement (paper 5), filed 18 February 1999, teaches using a remote control

and/or a keyboard (col. 3, II. 59-66).

U.S. Patent 5,929,932 to Otsuki et al. teaches a soft keyboard (fig. 25).

The applicant argues that Ronen does not teach or suggest a web page, which

includes the program data and generates an authorization request. The examiner

disagrees in that the combination of Bestler and Ronen teaches a web page which

includes the program data and generates an authorization request. Bestler teaches

receiving programs (claimed program data) (col. 3, II. 1-17, col. 4, II. 17-20) and

conditional access (CA) packets multiplexed into the transport stream (claimed local
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authorization code) (col. 3, II. 18-23) for decrypting the program. Bestler fails to teach

the remote site comprising a web page. This deficiency is taught by Ronen in that

teaches a system where the user can access information via a page on a web server

(col. 6, II. 26-43) thereby teaching an alternative communication scheme such as a web

page to order services. Accordingly, the combination teaches that the remote location

is an Internet web page.

The applicant argues that Banker '391 does not teach a time out feature that

sends "a cancel program order that deauthorizes display of the program selection and

prevents a charge for the selected program." The examiner disagrees in that the

combination of Bestler and Banker '391 teaches a time-out feature. Banker '391 treats

the time-out as an indicator for the subscriber to check the connection of the input

cables to the terminal (e.g. to determine that the system is in a recognized improper

state); accordingly, the process of a time-out would clearly cancel the program order,

deauthorize the display of the selection, and not charge the user in the system of

Bestler.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

2. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that

form the basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless -

(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country or in public

use or on sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date of application for patent in the United

States.
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3. Claims 1, 2, 15, 16, 19, 24-28, 40-41, 43. 44, 47, 127, 128, 133, 135, 142, 143,

149, 151, 152, 153, and 157 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being anticipated

by U.S. Patent 5.517,502 to Bestler et al.

Regarding claim 1 , Bestler teaches a cable decoder (fig. 1 ) for receiving a digital

broadcast television program (col, 2, II. 55-67). Furthermore, Bestler teaches receiving

programs (claimed program data) (col. 3, II. 1-17, col. 4, II. 17-20). and conditional

access (CA) packets multiplexed into the transport stream (claimed local authorization

code) (col. 3, II. 18-23) for decrypting the program. Additionally, Bestler teaches

memory for storing the authorization code (col. 8, II. 40-43) until needed for decrypting

the program (col. 10. II. 1-13). Bestler teaches the decoder transmitting a program

selection from the decoder to the controller (claimed remote site) (fig. 7, lab 302) where

the controller generates and sends the local authorization code (col. 7, II. 37-40, col. 11,

II. 51-61).

Regarding claim 2. Bestler teaches a tuner (claimed first receiver) and the

conditional access module (claimed second receiver) (fig. 1). which is all located in the

cable decoder.

Regarding claim 15, Bestler teaches a broadcast interface that receives the

broadcast television programs where the interface radio frequency connection. The

examiner notes that whereas Bestler is silent on explicitly reciting a "radio frequency

connection" as claimed the system of Bestler recognizes that the signals received at the

decoder are frequency multiplexed (col. 2. II. 55-67). Accordingly, the broadcaster
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inherently nnust contain a radio frequency connection in order to frequency division

multiplex the signals that are sent downstream to the decoder.

Regarding claim 16, Bestler teaches multiplexing the local authorization code

with the program (col. 3, II. 18-22).

Regarding claim 19, Bestler teaches a cable distribution system (col. 2, II. 55-61),

which reads on a cable television network.

Regarding claim 24, Bestler teaches that the remote site includes a cable system

headend (see fig. 7).

Regarding claim 25, Bestler teaches sending the program selection to the local

cable system and returning the local authorization code (fig. 7; see also discussion of

claims 1 and 16).

Regarding claims 26 and 28, the limitations of claim 26 have been addressed in

the discussion of claim 16.

Regarding claim 27, the examiner notes that a broadcast affiliate reads on the

headend as discussed in claim 25.

Regarding claim 40, Bestler teaches an authorization code addressed to specific

terminals (col. 8, II. 8-13) with an identification code identifies which programs the user

is authorized to view (col. 9, II. 28-42).

Regarding claim 41 , Bestler teaches displaying a program (claimed event) for a

single display (col. 7, II. 37-45).

Regarding claims 43, 44, and 47, Bestler teaches IPPV, which reads on a

subscription and a specialty channel (col. 7, II. 37-45).
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Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

4. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 1 03(a) which fornns the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set

forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the

invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.

Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

5. Clainns 3, 4, 17, 18, 20-23, 31-36, 45, 46, 48-53, 55-58. 67-71, 73-76, 78, 80-81,

85, 88-89, 90, 92-97, 118, 129-131, 134, 137-138, 140, 144-147, 154. 155, 169-172,

173, and 175-178 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over U.S.

Patent 5.517,502 Bestler et al. in view of U.S. Patent 5,600,364 to Hendricks et al.

Regarding clainns 3 and 4, Bestler teaches a connection to a video display (col.

3, II. 31-38), which displays the analog innage. However, Bestler is silent on displaying

on an analog television. Hendricks teaches converting a connpressed image to analog

to be displayed on the television (col. 7, II. 48-49). Therefore, it would have been

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the tinne the invention was nnade to modify

Bestler by displaying the decompressed images on the television as taught by

Hendricks in order to effectively display the images and information to the user.

Regarding claim 17, Bestler is silent on teaching a remote control and the details

of a menu and scrolling the program guide for a desired programming, Hendricks

teaches a remote control and navigating through a program guide for desired

programming (col. 12-13, 11. 65-5; col. 13, II. 23-38). Therefore, it would have been

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to modify
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Bestler by using a remote control and navigating through a program guide as taught by

Hendricks in order to provide a more user friendly environment for choosing desired

programs.

Regarding claim 18, Bestler is silent on a remote control. Official Notice is taken

that using one of wired control, infrared control, radio frequency control, or a laser

control is well known in the art. Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of

ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to modify Bestler by using

one of wired control, infra red control, radio frequency control, or a laser control as a

transmission mechanism in order to provide a communication channel between the user

and the device thereby enabling remote control of the decoder.

Regarding claims 20 and 23, Bestler teaches a cable distribution system and

recognizes that other suitable transmission medium can be used. However, Bestler is

silent on over-the-air broadcast, where the over-the-air broadcast is provided from a

satellite broadcast. Hendricks teaches receiving broadcasting information from a

satellite system, which reads on over-the-air (col. 3, II. 10-12). Therefore, it would have

been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to

modify Bestler by using the satellite system of Hendricks in order to transmit the

information without the cable infrastructure thereby permitting access to a larger

geographic area.

Regarding claims 21 and 22, Bestler teaches a cable distribution system and

recognizes that other suitable transmission medium can be used. However, Bestler is

silent on over-the-air broadcast, where the over-the-air broadcast is provided from a
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national broadcast or from a broadcast affiliate. Official Notice is taken that receiving

over-the-air broadcasts provided from a national broadcast and from a broadcast

affiliate is well known in the art. Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of

ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to modify Bestler by receiving

over-the-air broadcasts provided from a national broadcast and from a broadcast

affiliate in order to enable a diverse system that receives signals from a plurality of

sources thereby enabling more transmission schemes.

Regarding claims 31 and 32, Bestler teaches an authorization codes at the

network controller (fig. 7, label 302); additionally the examiner notes that clearly an

order is placed in order to authorize the appropriate decoder. Bestler is silent on a

remote site. However, Hendricks teaches devices at the headend, specifically the

network controller being either co-located or remotely from the headend (col. 15, II. 16-

21 ). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time

the invention was made to modify Bestler by using remote devices as taught by

Hendricks in order to allow devices to be added, removed, or upgraded whenever

necessary.

Regarding claims 33 and 35, Bestler is teaches a system for receiving

authorization requests (fig. 7), and recognizes implementing the system for Impulse

pay-per-view (IPPV) but is silent on a billing system. Hendricks teaches a billing system

for generating a billing record (col. 40, II. 21-29). Therefore, it would have been obvious

to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to modify Bestler by
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generating a billing record at the billing system as taught by Hendricks in order

appropriately charge customers for their respective services.

Regarding claims 34 and 36, Bestler is silent on debiting accounts and credit

cards, however, Official Notice is taken that debiting accounts and charging credit cards

is well known in the art. Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in

the art at the time the invention was made to modify Bestler by debiting accounts and

charging credit cards in order to permit the user to easily purchase services.

Regarding claims 45, 46, and 48, Bestler teaches IPPV, but is silent on a first run

movie channel, high definition television channel, and sports events. Hendricks teaches

sporting events, hit movies, and recognizes that they can come from any other program

source (col. 8, II. 34-36, col. 13, II. 51-55). Official Notice is high definition television

signals are well known in the art. Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of

ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to modify Bestler by using

movie channels and sporting events as taught by Hendricks and high definition

television channels in order to provide the users with a plurality of video services and

options.

Regarding claims 49-53, Bestler is silent on menus. Hendricks teaches a listing

of available programs, date/time of broadcasts, program rating, year of production, and

biographical data, with a list of actors and program summary (fig. 8a, 8b, 8c).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to modify Bestler by using a menu listing of available programs,

date/time of broadcasts, program rating, year of production, and biographical data, with
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a list of actors and program summary as taught by Hendricks in order to enable the user

to navigate and select programs from an easy to use graphical user interface.

Regarding claim 55, Bestler is silent on a menu displayed in a picture-in-picture

format. Official Notice is taken that using picture in picture is well known in the art.

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to modify Bestler by using picture in picture in order to enable the

viewer to watch current programming while simultaneously browsing the guide for

another program.

Regarding claims 56 and 57, Bestler is silent on sub-menus. Hendricks teaches

sub-menus providing program selection and program descriptions (see fig. 8a-8c).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to modify Bestler by using sub-menus providing program selection

and program descriptions as taught by Hendricks in order to enable the user to navigate

and select programs and information from an easy to use graphical user interface.

Regarding claim 58, Bestler is silent on overlay menus and hidden menus.

Hendricks teaches overlay menus and hidden menus (col. 13, II. 56-62). Therefore, it

would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was

made to modify Bestler by using overlay menus and hidden menus as taught by

Hendricks in order to enable the user to navigate and select programs and information

from an easy to use graphical user interface.

Regarding claim 99, the limitations of claim 99 have been addressed in the

discussion of claim 1 . Bestler is silent on the program data as a program menu.
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Hendricks teaches receiving program data as program menu information (col, 24, II. 3-

1 0). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time

the invention was made to modify Bestler by receiving program menu information as

taught by Hendricks in order to keep the data in the menus current with useful

information to the user.

6. Claim 5 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over U.S.

Patent 5,517,502 Bestler et al. in view of U.S. Patent 5,880,769 to Nemirofsky et al.

Regarding claim 5, Bestler teaches a conditional access unit but is silent on a

smart card. Nemirofsky teaches using a smart card and transmitter in a smart card (col.

2, II. 45-50). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at

the time the invention was made to modify Bestler by implementing a smart card with a

transmitter as taught by Nemirofsky in order to maintain security and automate

transactions. Bestler is silent on a digital television. Official Notice is taken that digital

televisions are well known in the art. Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of

ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to modify Bestler by using a

digital television in order to provide an integrated digital system thereby reducing the

number of components.

7. Claims 6-13, 106, and 141 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over U.S. Patent 5,517,502 Bestler et al. and U.S. Patent 5,880,769 to

Nemirofsky et al. in view of U.S. Patent 5,809,204 to Young et al.
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Regarding claim 6, Bestler is silent on second receiver incorporated into the

digital television. As discussed in claim 5, the examiner asserts that digital televisions

are well known in the art. Furthermore, Young teaches that integrating components is

well known (col. 12, II. 48-54). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary

skill in the art at the time the invention was made to modify Bestler by integrating the

first receiver of Bestler into a digital television in order to provide an integrated digital

system thereby reducing the number of components.

Regarding claim 7 and 8, claim 7 introduces a third receiver but the examiner

notes that it is substantially similar to that of Bestler except that the location is in the

digital television. Accordingly, the limitations of claims 7 and 8 have been addressed in

the discussion of claims 5 and 6.

Regarding claim 9, Bestler is silent on personal computer with a first receiver,

processor, and a transmitter. Official Notice is taken that personal computers are well

known and have a first receiver, processor, and a transmitter. Therefore, it would have

been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to

modify Bestler by using a personal computer in order to transmit, process, and receive

the program selection information thereby enabling the system to receive extra

programming and features.

Regarding claim 10, the limitations of claim 10 have been addressed in the

discussion of claim 6.

Regarding claim 1 1 , the limitations of claim 1 1 have been addressed in the

discussion of claims 6 and 9.
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Regarding claims 12 and 13, Bestler is silent on a connector. However, Official

Notice is taken that one of a radio frequency connection, infrared connection, or a wired

connection (such as RS-232) is well known in the art. Therefore, it would have been

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to modify

Bestler by using one of a radio frequency connection, infra red connection, or a wired

connection (such as RS-232) in order to communicate between devices.

8. Claims 29, 30, 42, 62-66, 79, 82, 83, 91, and 136 are rejected under 35 U.S.C.

103(a) as being unpatentable over U.S. Patent 5,517,502 to Bestler et al.

Regarding claim 29, Bestler is silent on sending the program selection to a

national broadcaster and the national broadcaster returning the local authorization code

and digital satellite systems. Official Notice is taken that a national broadcaster and

digital satellites are well known in the art. Therefore, it would have been obvious to one

of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to modify Bestler by using

a national broadcaster in order to enable national broadcasting of information and

maintain all the information at a single location.

Regarding claim 30, the limitations of claim 30 have been addressed in the

discussion of claims 26 and 28.

Regarding claim 42, Bestler is silent on receiving authorization for multiple

displays. Official Notice is taken that providing multiple displays is well known in the art.

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the
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invention was nnade to modify Bestler by providing multiple displays in order to enable

multiple viewings of the program at different locations.

Regarding claims 62 and 63, Bestler is silent on alphanumeric codes for program

selection entered into an apparatus to send a selection. Official Notice is taken that

alphanumeric codes for program selection is well known in the art. Therefore, it would

have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made

to modify Bestler by using alpha-numeric codes for program selection in order to

support an additional input to select desired programs.

Regarding claim 64, Bestler is silent on using a remote control for entering event

codes and program identifiers. Official Notice is taken that various input means such as

remote control are well known in the art. Therefore, it would have been obvious to one

of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to modify Bestler by

support various inputting means, for example a remote control, soft keyboard, or a

keyboard for entering event codes and program identifiers in order to allow the user to

enter data into the system in an easy to use fashion.

Regarding claims 79, 82, and 83, Bestler teaches IPPV, which reads on a

subscription (col. 7, II. 37-45), but is silent on a monthly or annual subscription, full or

partial seasons, or favorite team subscriptions. Official Notice is taken that

subscriptions for a time period are well known in the art. Therefore, it would have been

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to modify

Bestler by assigning a time period such as a month or year, or a full or partial season, or
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for a favorite team in order to permit the user to use a service for a designated period of

time.

9. Claims 37-39, 106, 141 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over U.S. Patent 5,517,502 Bestler et al. in view of U.S. Patent 5,745,556

to Ronen.

Regarding claims 37-39, Bestler is silent on a remote site comprising a web

page. Ronen teaches a connection to the Internet via an Internet service provider (ISP);

the Internet provides information and interactive services, which is sent downstream

and billed to the user, additionally Ronen teaches generating a billing record (col. 4, II.

24-33; col. 6, II. 26-43). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in

the art at the time the invention was made to modify Bestler by accessing information

and services through a web page and generating a billing record as taught by Ronen in

order to receive services through a separate network thereby providing more

information and services to the user while appropriating charging customers for the

service rendered.

10. Claims 54 and 174 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over U.S. Patent 5,517,502 Bestler et al. in view of U.S. Patent to 5,940,073 to

Klosterman et al.

Regarding claim 54, Bestler is silent on menus, consequently is silent on teaches

a hypertext link to a web site. Klosterman teaches a hyperlink to a web site in the EPG,
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see figures 6(a-c). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the

art at the time the invention was made to modify Bestler by implementing a hyperlink to

a web site in a menu as taught by Klosterman in order to allow the user to easily gather

more information when desired in a user friendly manner.

11. Claims 59, 102, 103, 112, 132, 139, 148, 156, 165, 166, 1677, 183-185, and 193-

195 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over U.S. Patent

5,517,502 Bestler et al. in view of U.S. Patent to 5,940,073 to Klosterman et al. and

Non-Patent Literature "Prodigy offers total television online guide" (Prodigy)..

Regarding claim 59, Bestler is silent on a menu displayed on a web page of the

Internet. Klosterman teaches using the Internet, with the functionality of a homepage,

forward, back, and home (fig. 6d), Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of

ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to modify Bestler by

accessing the Internet as taught by Klosterman in order to present more information to

the user in a easy to use manner. Bestler and Klosterman are silent on viewing a menu

via the Internet. Prodigy discloses providing EPG data accessible through the Internet

(whole document). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the

art at the time the invention was made to further modify Bestler and Klosterman by

accessing online resources to acquire a guide as taught by Prodigy in order to provide

an online resource accessible through the television thereby allowing the user to

explore programs in other markets and increase searching capabilities.
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Regarding claims 165, 166, 183, 184, 193-194, Bestler is silent on a menu

displayed on a web page of the Internet. Klosterman teaches using the Internet, with

the functionality of a homepage, forward, back, and home (fig. 6d). Therefore, it would

have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made

to modify Bestler by accessing the Internet as taught by Klosterman in order to present

more information to the user in a easy to use manner. Bestler and Klosterman are

silent on viewing a menu via the Internet. Prodigy discloses providing EPG data

accessible through the Internet (whole document). Therefore, it would have been

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to further

modify Bestler and Klosterman by accessing online resources to acquire a guide as

taught by Prodigy in order to provide an online resource accessible through the

television thereby allowing the user to explore programs in other markets and increase

searching capabilities.

12. Claims 60-61, 86, 87, 115, and 116 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over U.S. Patent 5,517,502 Bestler et al. in view of U.S. Patent 5,317,391

to Banker et al. (hereinafter Banker '391

)

Regarding claim 60, Bestler is silent on a time out feature, Banker '391 teaches a

time out (fig. 9D). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the

art at the time the invention was made to modify Bestler by using time outs to

deauthorize the display and prevent charges.
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Regarding claim 61 , Bestler is silent on the time out feature. Official Notice is

taken that the time out feature is in effect prior to the display of the program selection.

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to modify Bestler by using a time out feature prior to displaying in

order to inhibit unauthorized viewing of programs.

1 3. Claims 1 50, 1 58-1 64, 1 68, 1 79-1 82, 1 86-1 92, and 1 96-1 98 are rejected under 35

U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over U.S. Patent 5,517,502 to Bestler et al. in view

of U.S. Patent 5,374,951 to Welsh and U.S. Patent 5,410,344 to Graves et al.

Regarding claims 158-160, 171, 179-181, 188-192, Bestler is silent on teaching

gathering subscriber data for providing a subscriber specific menu. Welsh teaches

gathering subscriber data (Abstract) and Graves teaches providing a menu with

subscriber data (Abstract). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary

skill in the art at the time the invention was made to modify Bestler by gathering

subscriber data and providing a menu with subscriber data, wherein the data for the

subscriber data is the watched data as taught by Welsh and Graves in order to facilitate

the user in retrieving desired programs in a user friendly interface.

Regarding claims 161-164 and 182, 195, 198, Bestler is silent on teaching

transmitting the gathered information back to a remote location. Welsh teaches an

audience monitoring system, which transmits gathered programs to a central computer

(Abstract) via a modem (col. 5, II. 64-66). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one

of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to modify Bestler by
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transmitting gathered programs to a central computer via a central computer in order to

efficiently target programs and commercial toward users.

Regarding claim 168, Bestler is silent on out of band data. Official Notice is

taken that out of band data is well known in the art. Therefore, it would have been

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to modify

Bestler by using out-of-band data in order to efficiently use the bandwidth of the video

signal thereby providing more information to the user for creating a user-friendly

environment.

14. Claims 99-101, 104-105, 107, 109-111, 113-114, 117, 119, 121-122, and 125,

are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over U.S. Patent 5,357,276

to Banker et al. (hereinafter Banker '276).

Regarding claim 99, Banker '276 teaches generating program data related to the

broadcast programming (fig. 6A, 6B, 7A, 7B) inserted at the data controller (fig. 1, label

20, col. 4, II. 9-18), which is transmitted to the end users as shown in figure 1 and

displayed at the user location (fig. 6A, 6B, 7A, 7B). Further, Banker '276 teaches the

billing computer (fig. 1 , label 1 1 ) which sends an authorization transaction to the

subscribers (col. 3, II. 34-45), which is initiated by the user requesting a program order

designating at least one program to be viewed (col. 10-1 1 , II. 66-22); the broadcaster

transmits the program and program authorization multiplexed together (fig. 1, col. 3 II.

46-64). Banker '276 is silent on digital programming; Official Notice is taken that digital

programming is well known in the art. Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of
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ordinary skill in the art at the tinne the invention was made to modify Banker '276 by

using digital programming in order to increase bandwidth of a given physical channel

thereby enabling a higher data throughput.

Regarding claim 100, Banker '276 is silent on over-the-air broadcast. Official

Notice is given that over-the-air broadcasts are well known in the art. Therefore, it

would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was

made to modify Banker '276 by using an over-the-air broadcast in order to transmit

information to a larger geographic area and transmit information efficiently to a low

population density area.

Regarding claim 101 , the system of Banker '276 uses a cable television system.

Regarding claims 104, 105, and 107, Banker '276 teaches receiving the order at

a remote location, wherein the remote location is remote to the subscriber and is an

order to authorization system (col. 10-1 1 , II. 66-22).

Regarding claim 109, Banker '276 teaches the broadcaster is co-located with the

order and authorization system (fig. 1, col. 3-4, II. 65-8, col. 10-11, II. 66-22).

Regarding claim 110, Banker '276 teaches a terminal (fig. 1, labels 40, 44, 48).

Regarding claim 111, Banker '276 teaches the billing computer (fig. 1 , label 1 1 ),

which sends an authorization transaction to the subscribers (col. 3, II. 34-45), which

reads on sending the program authorization from a remote location to the broadcaster.

Regarding claims 113 and 114, Banker '276 teaches sending a message

addressed to the terminal and frequency division multiplexing the signal to the user (fig.

1, col. 3 II. 46-64, col. 4, II. 19-33).
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Regarding claim 117, Banker '276 teaches a single event (see fig. 5B).

Regarding claim 119, Banker 276 teaches PPV, which equates to a specialty

channel subscription and a specialty program subscription.

Regarding claim 121, Banker '276 teaches Terminator 2 (fig. 7A, 7B), which

reads on a movie channel.

Regarding claim 122, Banker '276 teaches sports (fig. 5A, 5B), which equates to

a sporting event.

Regarding claim 125, Banker '276 teaches an order and authorization system

including a billing system (fig. 1 , label 11).

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Andrew Y Koenig whose telephone number is (703)

306-0399. The examiner can normally be reached on M-Th (7:30 - 6:30).

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Andrew Faile can be reached on (703) 305-4380. The fax phone number

for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is (703) 872-9314.

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of this application or

proceeding should be directed to the receptionist whose telephone number is (703) 305-

4700.

Conclusion
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